ABSTRACT

THE FADED OF MARRIAGE TRADITION CALLED NGEROROD IN BALINESE SOCIETY IN TRIMULYO MATARAM VILLAGE SEPUTIH MATARAM LAMPUNG TENGAH 2015

By Nyoman Lusiani

This research was held in order to know the causes of the faded of marriage tradition called ngerorod in balinese society in Trimulyo Mataram village, Seputih Mataram, Lampung Tengah. The research used descriptive method. The object of the research was the faded of marriage tradition called ngerorod in balinese society in Trimulyo Mataram village, Seputih Mataram, Lampung Tengah and the subject was some informants who was balinese society in Trimulyo Mataram, Seputih Mataram, Lampung Tengah. The data collection was done by observation, structured, interview, and documentation. The data analysis was done by descriptive qualitative method which the data will be analyzed by qualitative analysis method.

From the results of the researches about the faded of marriage tradition called ngerorod in Balinese society in Trimulyo Mataram village, Seputih Mataram, Lampung Tengah 2015. Therefore, the conclusions we can get are: (1) Consensus (agreement) which the main problem of the faded of marriage tradition, ngerorod, the marriage which not agreed by the parents can be discussed and can make an agreement without doing ngerorod marriage (disagreed marriage). (2) Mixed marriage (amalgamation) is one of the cause of faded of marriage tradition, ngerorod, because the mixing of two traditions which adapt each other in order to be accepted. (3) The advance education is a cause which influence of the faded of marriage tradition, ngerorod. Therefore, it makes the society though opened and change the point of view toward the marriage tradition, ngerorod.
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